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, Abstract

A numerical analysis is made of the material and energy flow in an
electron beam vaporizer. In this system the energy from an electron beam
heats metal confined in a water-cooled crucible• Metal is vaporized from a
liquid pool circulating in a shell of its own solid. A modified Galerkin finite
element method is used to calculate the flow and temperature fields along
with the interface locations. The mesh is parameterized with spines which
stretch and pivot as the phase boundaries move. The discretized equations
are arranged in an "arrow_ matrix and solved using the Newton-Raphson
method. Results are given for an experimental aluminum vaporizer• The
effects of buoyancy and capillary driven flow a_e included along with the
surface contributions of vapor thrust, latent h_mt,thermal radiation, and
crucible contact resistance.

1 Introduction

An experimental system to vaporize aluminum is shown in Figure 1. The energy
from an electron beam heats and vaporizes metal confined in a water-cooled cru-
cible. Some of the energy is lost to the surroundings due to thermal radiation
and the formation of secondary or "skip" electrons. The balance is transported
by convection and conduction to the cold crucible wall. The liquid metal pool,
confined in its own solid, circulates as a result of buoyancy and surfaA:e-tension
forces. Since temperature gradients are large and the viscosities of metals are
small, flow intensities are high. In practice, the flow is always time-dependent,
located in the transition region between laminar and turbulent flow. At high
vaporization rates, a depression or "trench" forms from the thrust of the depart-
ing vapor. Transport phenomena in the trench or pool are believed to strongly
influence the vaporization rate and vapor properties.

There are several features of the electron-beam system that make numerical
simulation a challenge. Included are the three phase boundaries which are joined
at a contact line or "tri-junction". The locations of these interfaces are coupled
to the flow and heat transfer in the bulk material. Other systems sharing these
features include those for crystal growth [1], welding [2], and metal casting [3].

• The first model of the electron-beam vaporizer was made by Khesghi and
Gresho [4]. In their analysis, they made estimates for the location of the pool
boundary and then calculated the time-dependent flow and temperature fields.

• Other investigators ([5], [6]) have analyzed liquid metal flows in shallow rectan-
gular containers with differentially-heated walls. These studies showed that at
a critical flow intensity steady-state solutions are unstable to small disturbances
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Figure 1: Experimental electron-besm vaporizer for Aluminum.

and the fluctuations in time-dependent solutions are not d_mped. In a more re-
cent study McClelland [7] obtained results with flow intensities as high as those
observed in electron-besm vaporizers. Time-dependent calculations for a flow
system with a deformable free surface revealed the important effects of surface
tension and thermally-induced surface-tension gradients [8].

There have been few comprehensive analyses of liquid metal systems with
deformable liquid-solid and liquid-gas interfaces joined at a tri-junction. In a
welding system, Tsai and Kou [2] employed a deforming mesh to locate a liquid-
gas interface, but handled the solid-liquid interface with a mushy zone. In a
study of Czochralski crystal growth, Sackinger, et al. [1] used the finite element
method to track both deformable interfaces joined at a tri-junction with fixed
horizontal position. In their approach, specified nodes remained at interfaces
and interior nodes moved along vertical _spines" as the mesh deformed.

In this study, the Galerkin finite element method is applied with the method
of spines to a steady-state, two-dimensional aluminum vaporizer. The vertical
position of the tri-junction is specified and the horizontal location is calculated.
For this srrangement, spines sre allowed to pivot about anchor points to accom-
modate the lateral motion of the tri-junction during the iteration procedure.
The Newton-R_phson method is employed to calculate the velocity and temper-
ature fields simultaneously with the interface locations. The results reveal the
effects of buoyancy and thermocapiUsry forces along with surface effects such as
vapor thrust and contact resistance.

2 Model Equations

2.1 Field Equations
• •

The flow field is governed by the steady-state continuity and momentum equa-
tions for a Newtonian fluid:

V._=0 (1)

pu_. Vu_= -Vp -I-#V2u -1-p__[1- fl(T - To)] (2)



In the absence of compressive work and viscous dissipation, the temperature
field in the liquid is governed by

pCpu_. VT = kV2T (3)

In the solid phase there is no flow and the left-hand-side of this equation vanishes.
Following the Boussinesq approximation, the liquid density in Equation (2)

" varies linearly with temperature about a reference value, po, which is selected
to be the melting-point value. Ali other physical properties in Equations (1)-(3)
are taken to be uniform within a given material phase.

" The Reynolds and Peclet numbers are useful in evaluating flow intensity and
the importance of thermal convection: Re "- pu,na=dpoot/p, Pe = u,nazdpoot/_.
The pool depth at the symmetry plane and the maximum velocity are used as
characteristic values.

2.2 Boundary Conditions

Conditions at the liquid-vapor interface constitute the majority of model equa-
tions (see Figure 1). In this work it is assumed that the vaporization of liquid
has a negligible kinematic effect on the flow field. The liquid-vapor interface
is a material boundary, and a mass balance yields the stea_ly-state kinematic
equation:

_v-__ = 0 (4)

A balanceofforcesattheliquid-vaporinterfaceyields:

d_ &r dT

The firstterm on theright-hand-sideofEquation(5)isthenormalforcegen-
eratedby surfacetensionwhich tendsto resistdeformationin the interface.
The secondtermistheshearforcecreatedby temperature-graxtientsinsurface
tension.Thisterm generatestheMarangonior thermocapiIIaryeffect.In the
normalforceterm,thesurfacetension,u,isevaluatedatthemeltingpointtem-
perature.The derivative,du/dT,intheMarangonitermistakentobe constant
whichis'agood approximationformost single-componentmetals.The third
terminEquation(5)isthenormalforcegeneratedby thethrustofthedepart-
ingvapor.Forthevaporizationofidealatoms atlow rates,thevaporthrustis
approximatedby [9]

p o,cr.) (6)
71"v_ 2

Boundary conditionsare.,ipecifiedateachend oftheliquid-vaporinterface.At
thecenterlinetheinterfaceissymmetric:

5y.t_tv--0at z--0 (7)

• The situation is more (_omplex at the tri-junction which joins the vapor, liquid,
and solid. In this work, the tri-junction is located at a sharp edge separating
the solid-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces. Since the edge is sharp, a contact
angle is not specified. The extent to which this description represents actual
behavior is the subject of continuing investigation. The second end condition is
a specification on the elevation of the tri-junction:

h = htri at x = xt_i (8)



Note that the horizontal position of the tri-junction is to be calculated.
An energy balance at the liquid-wpor interface includes the energy added

by the electron beam and the losses due to vaporization and thermal radiation:

n_Jv"q = (--n_lv "__y)qb"t"qv + qr (9)

The energy flux from the electron beam is assumed to follow a Gaussian distri-
bution:

7Qb (10)
qb "- q_O'bLb

The coefficient 7 accounts for the energy lost by the formation of secondary
electrons. The energy flux expression for vaporization losses includes kinetic
energy and latent heat contributions:

qv = nv +

For low vaporization rates the vapor mass flux is approximated by

nv = t'va,(T) 2xRT (12)

Heat loss due to radiant exchange with the surroundings is governed by

qr = e(T)ass(T 4 - T_) (13)

in which Too represents the temperature of the surroundings.
The momentum boundary conditions on the solid-liquid interface are the

no-slip conditions:
__=0 (14)

For a pure material at steady-state conditions, the phase boundary between solid
and liquid is at a single temperature:

T = Tnp (15)

We refer to this as the "equilibrium" or "isotherm" condition. An energy balance
across the solid-liquid interface yields

n-.,t"(kVT)lt = mt" (kVT)[, (16)

The solid-vapor interface is taken to have a uniform elevation given by Equa-
tion (8). This interface is located far from the beam impact area, and heat and
mass transfer effects are neglected.

At the plane of symmetry between the two halves of the vaporizer, there is
no transport of mass, momentum, or energy across the boundary:

n.u=n.r_.t=n.q=O (17)

Heat is transferred between the solid metal and the cooling water contained
in the walls of the crucible. The heat flow to the crucible wall is given by

n._ . q_= h(T - Tw) (18)

in which T_, represents the temperature of the cooling water. The heat transfer
coefficient is uniform and includes the resistance due to metal-metal contact,
solid conduction, and energy transport in the water.



3 Numerical Method

3.1 Residual equations

The field Equations (1)-(3)along with the boundary conditions (4)-(18)axe dis-
cretized and solved using the Galerkin finite element method [10] as described
in detail in [11]. The velocities, temperature, and coordinate mapping are repre-

• sented by biqu_clratic polynomial basis functions and the pressure is represented
by bilinear basis functions. Along boundary segments the biquadratic polyno-
mials reduce to corresponding one-dimensional quadratic polynomials.

• The standard form is used for the continuity equation residual, and the
residuals for the two components of the momentum equation axe written in
weak form. The stress term is integrated by parts yielding a boundary term
that includes the left-hand-side of Equation (5). With the substitution of this
expression at the liquid-vapor interface, the momentum equation accounts for
the capillary, Marangoni, and vapor thrust boundary conditions. Finally, the
capillary term is integrated by parts as described by Ruschak [12] giving rise to
a natural specification of Equation (7). The energy equation is also written in
weak form with the conduction term integrated by parts giving rise to a term
specifying the normal heat flux on the boundaries. We substitute Equation (9)
for this term at the liquid-vapor interface, Equation (18) at the crucible wall,
and zero at ali other boundaries.

At the liquid-vapor and solid-liquid interfaces along with the tri-junction,
special or "distinguished" conditions are applied. These conditions are used to
solve for the locations of the free boundaries. The distinguished condition for
the liquid-vapor interface is the residual for the kinematic equation (4) and the
distinguished condition for the solid-liquid interface is Equation (15).
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Figure 2: Spines and mesh variables for a vaporizer. The condition applied for
each spine variable is given in the table.



3.2 Mesh Parameterization

In our approach, a mesh structured with "spines" (Kistler and Scriven, [13])
deforms as the liquid-wpor and solid-liquid interfaces move. Specified nodes
remain at interfaces and interior nodes in each phase move along these spines. In
order to treat a solid-liquid interface which moves horizontally at the tri-junction
and vertically at the symmetry plane, we introduce spines that originate from a
single "anchor" point above the liquid-wpor interface along the symmetry plane
(see Figure 2). Each spine intersects the top surface of the vaporizer and bends
at the solid-liquid or solid-vapor interface and continues to a "base" point at the
crucible wall.

For a spine passing through the liquid, there axe three variables associated
with each spine: lengtns Pl and P2, for the two interfaces, and a pivot angle 0 to
accommodate the horizontal movement of the tri-junction. For a spine passing
through the solid alone, a single length coordinate p_ is used along with the pivot
angle. The spine passing through the tri-junction is of the same type. A spine
is completely paxameterized with the specification of the anchor and base point
locations and the determination of the length and angle variables.

Several expressions are used to insure that the mesh deforms smoothly. First,
the relative spacing of nodes is preserved along a spine within a given phase.
Second, the angular deformation of the mesh is oriented about the motion of
the tri-junction spine. For the spines intersecting the liquid-vapor interface, the
condition

cot 0_ri - ck cot 0k = 0 (19)

preserves the relative spacing of the spines along a fiat line above the interface.
For the spines passing through the solid-wpor interface, the condition

cot0k- cot0t_- c'k(cot0,.- cot0t.)= 0 (20)

servesthe same purpose.Note thatthe spinesat thecenterlineand crucible
wallremainfixed.The elevationofthe tri-junctionand solid-vaporinterfaceis
heldconstantaccordingto Exluation(8)

P'k sin Ok- htri = 0 (21)

Thisconstraintisalsoappliedto theliquid-vaporinterfaceduringstaxt-upcal-
culations.

3.3 Solution to residual equations

The nonlinear algebraic equations representing the free-boundaxy problem take
the form:

= 0 (22)= o
Z isa vectoroflengthNU whichincludesallofthefieldequationresiduals.The
vectorU includesthevelocity,pressure,and temperaturevariablesand isalso

oflengthNU. The vector19representsthespineparametersand haslengthNB.
The vector_ representstheresidualsforthekinematicand isothermconditions
(4) and (15)alongwith the mesh conditions(19)-(21).A Newton-P_phson
method appliedto Equation(22)yieldsthe followingmatrixproblemat each
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iteration:

-- m 7 _ m

\ o I
07I" a_"[" rjo+_ o_I• o_:I'_,a-__l _, -7" + a-_t_l l!_"+ a-__I

= (23)

o \1
ag _8

Here 8 represents the counter over the iterations. The form of the Jacobian is

an "arrow" matrix and an efficient solution algorithm for NU )_ NB is given
elsewhere [14]. Gaussian elimination is performed on the 0___/a.U_Jsub-matrix of

size NOrx NU and on a constructed matrix of size NB x NB. The 0__/a0 "t term
is assembled and eliminated with the frontal method [15]. Note that this term
is exactly the term calculated for a fluid-flow problem on a fixed mesh. Thus, a
free boundary code can be developed from an existing fixed-mesh code.

4 Results

Steady-state calculations are performed for a model aluminum sample with the
material properties listed in Table 1. Except for the vapor pressure and thermal
emissivity, all of the properties are uniform within a given phase. The majority
of the properties are assigned values at the melting point temperature of 660
[°C]. A range of values are used for p and da/dT. This range does not include
the experimental values due to the flow resolution limitations described below.
Note that it is worthwhile to explore a range of values for a and da/dT consid-
ering the strong effects that contamination can have on surface tension and its
temperature derivative.

Table 1: Material properties of aluminum [16].

p = 2370 kg/m 3 Pvap = plexp(E/RT)
/_ = I.II x 10-4 °C-I Pl = 8.25x I01° N/m 2
k = 94 W/m-K E = -3.10 x 105 J/mole
k, = 197 W/m-K R = 8.314 J/mole-K

• ft = 0.00375- 1.25 kg/m-s * E = al(rT) 1/2- a2rT

e = 3.36 X i0 -s m/s 2 ai = 5.76 (ohm-m-K) -I/2
a = 0.865 N/m a2 = 12.4 (ohm-m-K) -I

' _vap = 1.15 x 10_ J/kg r = 2.35 x I0 -T ohm-m

-dcr/dT = 0. - 1.25 x 10 -s N/m-K *

• measured values: # = 0.00125 kg/m-s, -dcr/dT = 1.25 x 10-4 N/m-K

The properties of the electron beam and crucible cooling system are listed in
Table 2. All values are constant except for the beam width which has two values.

7
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Figure 3: Results for-case C1 listed in Table 3 (mesh M2). (a) Deformed mesh.
(b) Temperature contours. (c) Stream function contours.

In the sequence of calculations, solutions were first obtained for a vaporizer
with all parameters and properties at their experimental values except for
and da/dT. With ab = 0.006 [mi and no Marangoni effects the viscosity was
decreased from 1.25 [kg/m-s]. With this decrease, the flow intensity grows, and
an increasing number of mesh points is needed to achieve numerical convergence
and resolve the flow field. For the meshes of this study, there is still good

resolution at # = 0.025 [kg/m-s]. At this viscosity the beam width was varied
and the Marangoni effect was introduced. The cases presented in this study are
listed in Table 3.

Results were obtained for a coarse mesh M1 (4484 unknowns) and a fine mesh
M2 (9823 unknowns). A deformed fine mesh for case C1 shows that elements are
concentrated in the pool near interfaces and the tri-junction where gradients in
the flow field are largest (see Figure 3). The spines in the liquid phase emanate

from a point 0.01 [mi above the crucible origin. These spines bend at the solid-
liquid interface and continue to anchor points at the crucible wall.

Temperature contours and streamlines are shown in Figure 3 for this same
case and mesh. The liquid circulates in a clockwise direction within a single cell.

Liquid heated by the electron beam rises and flows rapidly along the liquid-vapor

S



Table 2: Electron beam and crucible cooling properties.

Q,b = 28kW ab = 0.004-0.006m
Lb = 0.15 m 7 = 0.83
h = 2400W/m2-K Tw=Too = 25°C

Table 3: Parameters and results of the simulations.

Case ab [m] da/dT [N/m-K] Vap. rate [kg/s] Re Pe
C1 0.004 0 7.63 x 10--6 33.4 10.5
C2 0.006 0 2.28 × 10-6 31.9 10.0
C3 0.004 -1.25 × 10-5 3.62 × 10-6 52.1 16.4

interface until it reaches the solid-liquid interface. The cold liquid returns to the
beam area along the solid-liquid interface. At the solid-crucible interface, tem-
peratures increase monotonically from 422 to 449 [°C], indicating the importance
of contact resistance and the higher heat fluxes near the solid-vapor interface.
The absence of spatial fluctuations in both the velocity and temperature fields
suggests that there is good mesh resolution.

There is a significant depression in the liquid-vapor interface due to vapor
thrust (see Figure 3). Even though the vapor thrust is large only in the beam im-
pact area, the depression extends over much of the pool surface due to the strong
effect of surface tension which resists deformation of the interface. Thermal con-

vection leads to a shallow pool with aspect ratio of 3.77. Energy transported
by the liquid toward the contact line "pushes" the solid-liquid interface towards
the crucible wall.

The effects of thermoc_pillary forces, beam width, and mesh refinement axe
shown in plots of surface speed, temperature, and vapor flux along the liquid-
vapor interface (see Figure 4). In ali cases, the surface speed increases smoothly
to a maximum approximately midway between the center line and tri-junction.
Past this point the liquid decelerates and there are small spurious irregularities
in the solution which decrease with mesh refinement. The flow speed increases
by almost a factor of two when the Marangoni effect is introduced, and decreases
slightly when the beam width is increased. The Reynolds numbers reflect these
same effects and show a moderate flow intensity (see Table 3).

For ali cases, the temperature is at a maximum on the symmetry line and
decreases monotonically toward the tri-junction (see Figure 4). The inflection

. point near the tri-junction is the result of thermal convection. Broadening the
beam and adding the Marangoni effect decreases the peak temperature by 114
and 59 [°C], respectively This surface cooling results from the higher flow speed

° in the case with the Marangoni effect and fiom the reduced energy flux in the
case with the wider beam. The vapor-flux curves and the vaporization rates in
Table 3 reveal a strong dependence with respect to temperature (see Figure 4).
Vaporization occurs primarily in the beam impact area and decreases consid-
erably when the beam is widened and the Marangoni effect is included. Ali of
the curves for the temperature and vapor flux are well resolved and the effect of
mesh refinement is minimal.
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Figure 4: Quantities on the liquid-vapor interface for the cases listed in Table 3
on meshes M1 (...) and M2 (--): (a) Flow speed (b) Temperature (c) Vapor
flux.

5 Conclusion

The trackingof interfacesin an electron-beaxnvaporizerisperformedwith a
modifiedfiniteelementmethod. The mesh deformswith the liquid-solidand
liquid-vaporinterfacesjoinedat a tri-junction.In orderto treatthe lateral
motion ofthe tri-junction,spinespivotabout anchorpoints.The discretized
equationsarearrangedinan arrowmatrixand solvedwiththeNewton-P_phson
method for the flow and temperature fields along with the interface locations.

Steady-state solutions are obtained for an experimental aluminum vaporizer.
Calculated flow intensities are less than those in the experimental system because
p is higher than its actual value. However, mesh refinement shows that the flow
field is well resolved and that the solution is generally free of numerical artifacts.
At the conditions employed, thermal convection results in a shallow pool, and
vapor thrust creates a significant depression in the liquid-vapor interface. The
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narrowing of the beam and removal of the Marangoni effect heats the liquid in
the beam impact area, resulting in higher vaporization rates.
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• Nomenclature

ck, gk constants eqns. (19)-(20) um_ maximum fluid velocity
Up heat capacity z, y cartesian coordinates
d_ melt pool depth at z = 0 a thermal diffusivity
g gravitational acceleration _ vol. expansion coefficient
h heat-transfer coefficient 7 coefficient (eqn. (10))
hk in_erface height _. unit tensor
AH_.p heat of vaporization ._._,._ unit vector in coordinate
k thermal conductivity direction
Lb electron-beam length _ emissivity
M molecular weight p viscosity
n_ unit normal vector xv vapor thrust
nv evaporative mass flux p density
NB length of _ p_ spine variable
NU length of U Pl, O, P2 spine variables
p pressure _r surface tension
Pe Peclet number _b gaussian beam width
P_ap vapor pressure _$B Stefan-Boltzman constant
q heat flux vector _ stress tensor
qb electron-beam heat flux subscripts
qr radiative heat flux 0 reference state
q_ evaporative heat flux Iv liquid-vapor interface
Qb electron-beach power s solid phase
R gas constant sl solid-liquid interface
Re Reynolds number tri tri-junction
s nac-length coordinate w crucible wall
t_ unit tangent vector oo surroundings
T temperature superscripts
T_p melting point s Newton iteration counter
y_ fluid velocity vector t transpose operator
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